


Collective Experience 

An exhibition of new and historical works by 

Propeller Members and Alumni 

In honour of our 25th anniversary! 

August 5 – August 29, 2021 
 

 

Propeller made it through a challenging year and even enjoyed new membership, including a group of 
OCADU (Ontario College of Art and Design University) grad members—mirroring at least symbolically, 
the origins of our collective and its formation in 1996 by a group of students from OCAD. In this arc of 25 
years, Propeller has developed a rich history of exhibitions through its member shows, guest curators, 
and special programming such as Nuit Blanche, while propelling the careers of many of its artists. 

In July of 2020, we started our celebration of Propeller Art Gallery’s 25 years with a virtual-only 
Members and Alumni exhibition: PAG 25. This year we are continuing our celebrations with Collective 
Experience, an in-person and online exhibition of new and historical works by current Members & 
Alumni. 

Over the past year, we have researched and organized our past exhibitions and events, making these 
available on our website, many for the first time since their original exhibition dates. These ‘living 
history pages’ and past exhibition archives will continue to develop as we uncover more gems, and 
produce more exhibitions and events. In addition, an In Memoriam page is now available to honour and 
celebrate the contributions of members who have passed. 

We hope you will visit the gallery in-person as well as online to see this exciting show of over 80 works. 
We also hope you’ll join us at our Collective Experience ZOOM event; we will be there reminiscing about 
the past, enjoying the present, and looking forward to the future. 



Exhibiting Artists 

 

Anastessia Bettas, Michael Black, Michael Brown, Carrie Chisholm,  

Tristan Coloma, Sharron Corrigan Forrest, Tania Costa, Jane Cousens, 

Karen Curry, Paige Dawdy, Sharon Dembo, Jacques Descoteaux,  

Pat Dumas-Hudecki, Shahla Etemadzadeh, Frances Ferdinands,  

Cesar Forero, Isabella Francesco, Susan Freypons, Peter Friedrichsen, 

Heather Gentleman, Phyllis Gordon, Elizabeth Greisman, David Griffin,  

Philip Hare, Heejae Jo, Lisa Johnson, Robin Kingsburgh, Tai Kim,  

Sandra Laurin, Michelle Letarte, Gary MacLeod, Marion Manning,  

Ruth Maude, Lauren McKinley Renzetti, Sharon Moodie, Behrad Motekallem, 

Joseph Muscat, Pria Muzumdar, Par Nair, Nancy Newton, Frances Patella, 

Dominique Prevost, Leah Probst, Doris Purchase, Paul Roorda,  

Rochelle Rubinstein, Susan Ruptash, MoSo Schwartz, Maya Skarzenski, 

Rachel Stableford, Kristen Stephen, keijo tapanainen, Tracy Thomson,  

Gwen Tooth, Jacqueline Treloar, Andres Vosu, Silvana Waniuk, Jack Wayne, 

and Nedda Zaharelos.  



 

Artist Statement  

My work is a personal interpretation 

of abstract landscapes based on my 

passion for geography, travel and 

architecture. I use cartography style 

imagery and grids to evoke images 

of maps, satellite views and 

architectural structures. My latest 

work is based on my emotional 

response during this past year and 

speaks to new beginnings, migration 

from urban to rural settings, 

regeneration and hope.  

My intention is to create an 

emotional connection or memory 

for the viewer possibly to a place 

they have been or want to go.  

I use numerous layers of paint with 

mark marking and incised 

techniques, scraping back and 

repainting until the desired patterns 

and depth are created.  

Anastessia Bettas 

Exodus 14 

Encaustic 

8 x 8 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Informed by a late Modern 

interpretation of abstraction, my 

practice typically moves between 

painterly and post-painterly 

interpretations of cultural history, 

biomorphic forms and landscape.   

In all areas, I attempt to balance the 

pre-planned with the immediacy of 

the painting process itself, so that 

the images created are able to 

convey universal themes as well as 

to allow for variations in 

interpretation.  

 

 

Michael Black 

Garden Wall 

Acrylic on Canvas 

40 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I titled this painting, Copan, as that 

was the first archaeological site I 

ever visited. It is located in Western 

Honduras. There are key moments 

that shape our lives and my visit to 

Copan in July 1989 was one such 

moment. I like to use numbers in my 

painting as they mean different 

things to different people. 

Sometimes a number with special 

meaning, will stand out to a viewer. 

The 30 numbers in this painting 

were obtained from an online 

random number generator.  

 

 

Michael Brown 

Copan 

Oil and graphite on mylar 

24 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I have built my practice on reinterpreting 

designer product photography, exploring 

the tension between desire and 

fulfillment through warped depictions of 

opulent objects. The photography 

encounters a botched developing at the 

hands of blind contour drawing and 

layers of paint, shattering the intended 

perspective, resulting in a no less 

alluring, radically altered view.  

I am fascinated with the concept of 

prestige as both an illusion or conjuring 

trick as generated in the world of high 

fashion to elevate the banal into the 

extraordinary, and the powerful lure of 

lifestyle, the pursuit of happiness that 

can result from such illusions, promising 

personal betterment through acquisition.  

 

‘Cause there ’s beauty in the breakdown.  

– Imogen Heap  

Carrie Chisholm 

Dior 

Mixed media on board 

48 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

These works explore the psychology 

of self. Each piece is a product of 

past traumas that are transformed 

into emotionally charged imageries 

that displays a range of 

psychological and emotional states. 

The changing concept of self and 

the complex relationship between 

my current reality and my past are 

important components of who I am.  

 

 

Tristan Coloma 

Catharsis 

Acrylic on canvas 

40 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

These works explore the psychology 

of self. Each piece is a product of 

past traumas that are transformed 

into emotionally charged imageries 

that displays a range of 

psychological and emotional states. 

The changing concept of self and 

the complex relationship between 

my current reality and my past are 

important components of who I am.  

 

 

Tristan Coloma 

one day i'll leave... and never come back 

Oil on canvas 

40 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Shape and structure are important components in 

the layering process with the mysterious play of light 

and shadow bringing unusual aspects into each work 

of art. Forrest mixes traditional materials and 

processes with computer technologies including 

mixed media illustration, paper relief, 3D sculpture, 

and hand-cut and laser-cut designs.  

 

Sharron Corrigan Forrest ’s work is an expression of 

the beauty and complexity of designs found in 

diverse habitats and the traces of the ecological 

history of each location. Sources of interest include 

Nikko National Park in Japan, Taiwan, the Canadian 

Shield, and the rugged coastline of Newfoundland 

and the Rocky Mountains.  

Sharron Corrigan Forrest 

Agawa Canyon Series #1 

Sumi & ink illustration on washi covered panel, 

sculpted hand & laser cut washi (paper) 

48 x 20 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Shape and structure are important 

components in the layering process 

with the mysterious play of light and 

shadow bringing unusual aspects 

into each work of art. Forrest mixes 

traditional materials and processes 

with computer technologies 

including mixed media illustration, 

paper relief, 3D sculpture, and hand -

cut and laser-cut designs.  

 

Sharron Corrigan Forrest ’s work is 

an expression of the beauty and 

complexity of designs found in 

diverse habitats and the traces of 

the ecological history of each 

location. Sources of interest include 

Nikko National Park in Japan, 

Taiwan, the Canadian Shield, and 

the rugged coastline of 

Newfoundland and the Rocky 

Mountains.  

Sharron Corrigan Forrest 

Agawa Canyon Series #4 

Oil & encaustic medium, washi on birch panel 

6 x 6 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My work records moments driven by 

traditional Catholic and patriarchal 

thought processes, capturing the 

female figures in moments of 

vulnerability and solitude. With a 

slight emphasis on pattern 

repetition and strong colour use, 

the work depicts the weight of 

tradition, identity, and emotion on 

the female form.  

 

 

Tania Costa 

Mulher Na Cadeira Verde 

Oil on canvas 

48 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My work records moments driven by 

traditional Catholic and patriarchal 

thought processes, capturing the 

female figures in moments of 

vulnerability and solitude. With a 

slight emphasis on pattern 

repetition and strong colour use, 

the work depicts the weight of 

tradition, identity, and emotion on 

the female form.  

 

 

Tania Costa 

Sunny Day 

Oil on canvas 

30 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

A Walk in the Wilderness is a new 

series that extends an invitation to 

join me on a meandered walk in 

nature. The monotype and linocut 

processes allow for the layering of 

subjects and an investigation of line 

and energy in these works.  

 

 

Jane Cousens 

Walk in the Wilderness 1 

Monotype mixed media 

9.5 x 7.5 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

A Walk in the Wilderness is a new 

series that extends an invitation to 

join me on a meandered walk in 

nature. The monotype and linocut 

processes allow for the layering of 

subjects and an investigation of line 

and energy in these works.  

 

 

Jane Cousens 

Walk in the Wilderness 2 

Monotype Mixed Media 

9.5 x 7.5 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My current work focuses on aspects of the movement of 

water combined with the study of atmosphere and the 

nature of erosion on various shorelines.  

The painting “Angles of Repose I”, 2019 refers to the 

geological term of the same name. The layering & 

geological formations of these shorelines combined with 

the eroding nature of saltwater lead to painting in this 

panoramic format.  

 

Karen Curry 

Angles of repose I 

Fluid acrylic on Yupo 

20 x 40 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My current work focuses on aspects 

of the movement of water combined 

with the study of atmosphere and 

the nature of erosion on various 

shorelines.  

My painting “Nearly Dusk All Day 

Now II”, 2020, examines the fleeting 

moments of dramatic changes of 

light during the dark winter months. 

When in close proximity to the 

ocean of the Pacific Northwest 

there is such a liminal quality to 

that time & space.  

 

 

Karen Curry 

Nearly Dusk All Day Now II 

Fluid acrylic on Yupo 

26 x 40 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I want to represent my relationship to my 

body within space and process my 

thoughts in a healing state. In this work, I 

am creating an intimate performative 

expression, where we are left with 

photographic evidence. I want these 

photographs to push further the idea of 

my emotions by having the paintings 

interact with my body and environment. 

The transparency and layers show this 

idea of looking at or pass what ’s in front 

of you. My work is part of a series of self -

portraits that express the feeling of pain 

and healing, with the expression of 

emotional numbing. By using the self -

timer on the camera I am unable to see 

the immediate results of the images. 

Which leaves me to focus on the 

movement and distortion of my body. In 

these two processes, I am relying on 

myself and the possible unpredictability 

of the material.  

Paige Dawdy 

Pushed around the space. Im an expert of my 
own sadness 
Mixed media (digital photography, paint/ink on satin, My body) 

14 x 11 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I began these artworks by making 

rubbings with a variety of papers, 

over the wonderful woodwork at 

Bar Raval in Toronto. To these marks 

I  added my own marks using a 

“Hotbox” (as designed by Paula 

Roland). I applied the wax paints 

onto this hot surface layering, 

meandering, adding and 

subtracting. I then used my paper to 

imprint the image. It felt very much 

like the child who explores an idea 

through play: free and open to 

wherever it might lead.  

 

 

Sharon Dembo 

Chaos At Dusk 

Encaustic Medium 

14 x 18 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I began these artworks by making 

rubbings with a variety of papers, 

over the wonderful woodwork at 

Bar Raval in Toronto. To these marks 

I  added my own marks using a 

“Hotbox” (as designed by Paula 

Roland). I applied the wax paints 

onto this hot surface layering, 

meandering, adding and 

subtracting. I then used my paper to 

imprint the image. It felt very much 

like the child who explores an idea 

through play: free and open to 

wherever it might lead.  

 

 

Sharon Dembo 

Sand Dunes 

Encaustic Monotype 

18 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My works are primarily inspired by 

landscape.  By the landscape of the 

North - Northern Canada, Iceland, 

Ireland, Scotland.  By the big sky. By the 

sea. However, they go beyond the 

landscape.  They are about memory - 

about the atmosphere, about the 

impression left by a sunrise or sunset or 

midnight sun, by a night sky, by a brief 

glance at the clouds or the horizon or 

the land or the sea, by the shape of a 

mountain or a rock or a stone.  They are 

the abstraction of this memory. They are 

the imagination of that memory. They 

arouse curiosity. What we thought we 

recognized has become more 

ambiguous, more mysterious.  

L’Heure Bleue – The Blue Hour - was 

inspired by the time of twilight each 

morning and evening where there is 

neither full daylight nor complete 

darkness.  

Jacques Descoteaux 

L'heure bleue 

Oil on canvas 

24 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Through my different painting series I 

want to chronicle how the everyday 

objects around us transform and 

convey their own unique narratives. My 

realistic acrylic paintings pay homage 

to the sweet disorder and chaos that 

surrounds us; they are an integral part 

of our living spaces-indoors and out.  

When I paint the visual chaos of  

interior spaces I capture the domestic 

wilderness of activity that is too often 

tidied up and civilized before it can be 

appreciated for its beauty and 

meaning.  

My more recent work, ‘Dundurn Castle ’, 

shows a cacophony of patterns and 

shapes.  

I enjoy creating art that makes people 

take a second look at their everyday 

surroundings and transforms their 

perceptions of it.  

Pat Dumas-Hudecki 

Dundurn Castle, Hamilton 

Acrylic on canvas 

36 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

This work in oil is dedicated to my 

son, Guitar player Maneli Jamal.  

 

 

Shahla Etemadzadeh 

Transition #5 

Oil 

12 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Acknowledging the legacy of the 

Pattern & Decoration movement while 

expressing my unique vision, "Love of 

3 Lemons" can be described as an 

“exotic”, illusory landscape. Largely 

painted intuitively, and drawing on 

art, objects, murals, tiles, textiles, 

wallpaper as reference,  it is a mix of 

objects, nature imagery, patterning 

and ornamentation. Within the 

painting I create narrative and 

tangential connections reflecting 

intersections and migrations of 

various cultural visual languages from 

South Asian to Middle Eastern to 

Western. Through re-interpreting  and 

re-contextualizing these forms within 

my own unique style and content, this 

synthesis is a way of speaking to the 

“in-between space” of varied social 

and cultural realities that I inhabit.  

Frances Ferdinands 

Love of 3 Lemons 

Acrylic on Canvas 

24 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The Red-Clover  

 

In most cultures around the world 

four-leaf-clovers are symbols of 

good luck. I created this series 

including images of red clovers, as 

red represent both love and also 

awareness. My message becomes 

very simple. With an optimistic view 

in the difficult times we are living in 

this year 2020/21, I want to wish 

everyone love, health and good luck 

but be careful with our actions. We 

must protect our planet and all 

living around us.  

 

 

 

 

Cesar Forero 

The Red-Clover and the Banana Split 

Oil on panel 

16 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The Red-Clover  

 

In most cultures around the world 

four-leaf-clovers are symbols of 

good luck. I created this series 

including images of red clovers, as 

red represent both love and also 

awareness. My message becomes 

very simple. With an optimistic view 

in the difficult times we are living in 

this year 2020/21, I want to wish 

everyone love, health and good luck 

but be careful with our actions. We 

must protect our planet and all 

living around us.  

 

 

 
Cesar Forero 

The Red-Clover Walking 

Oil on Panel 

16 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

On the morning I was leaving the city 

for a three week art making retreat, I 

found this rock sitting on top of the 

fence in my backyard. I know it had 

not been there the day before because 

I had been painting the fence. I had 

already decided that I wanted to start 

to draw rocks on this much 

anticipated retreat. This small stone 

gift was my starting point.  

Rocks are elemental, primal. They 

have always resonated as powerful 

symbols of the passage of time and 

process of transformation. As in many 

of the drawings in the ROCKS IN MY 

HEAD body of work, circle rock 1 

playfully makes apparent a 

relationship between nature's ancient 

patterns  and the iconic designs that 

came into fashion during the 

transformative 60s and 70s - a period 

in the relatively recent past.  

Isabella Francesco 

circle rock 1 

Chalk pastel, graphite & thread on paper 

22.5 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

This painting is from a series that I 

created which marks my return to 

abstraction after many years of 

painting landscape.  In my final years 

in fine arts at OCA I completed an 

independent study in abstract 

painting and also a study in paper 

making. My work still contains 

paper collage elements and 

elements of landscape.  

I was inspired by a Quebec artist 

Marc Garneau who often creates 

marks and texture by burning. This 

piece uses burning, scraping, oil 

paint, wax and collage. The process 

is both additive and subtractive. It 

is a lengthy creative process that 

goes through many stages before 

completion.  

 

Susan Freypons 

Amsir 

Oil and Mixed Media 

34 x 34 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

These photogram prints from my 

Interference series are recordings of 

the interference of light patterns. 

They are the result of light 

interference through multiple layers 

of repeating lines or mesh which 

have been rotated, shaped and 

distorted. Cyanotype sensitized 

paper is then exposed to the light 

patterns leaving an impression in 

Prussian blue.  

The exhibition title ‘Interference ’ 

refers to the technique used, but 

also metaphorically, to the year 

2020. The resulting prints are left to 

the viewers own imaginative 

interpretation.  

 

 

Peter Friedrichsen 

Interference 22 

Cyanotype photogram on Hahnemühle platinum rag 

12 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

These photogram prints from my 

Interference series are recordings of 

the interference of light patterns. 

They are the result of light 

interference through multiple layers 

of repeating lines or mesh which 

have been rotated, shaped and 

distorted. Cyanotype sensitized 

paper is then exposed to the light 

patterns leaving an impression in 

Prussian blue.  

The exhibition title ‘Interference ’ 

refers to the technique used, but 

also metaphorically, to the year 

2020. The resulting prints are left to 

the viewers own imaginative 

interpretation.  

 

 

Peter Friedrichsen 

Interference 24 

Cyanotype photogram on Hahnemühle platinum rag 

16 x 16 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Heather Gentleman ’s work is 

narrative in nature, finding 

inspiration in literature, 

anthropology, historical texts and 

mythology. She observes 

contemporary culture in a historical 

context, and explores how ideas, 

themes and social mores recur and 

are paralleled from one time period 

to another and how our 

understanding of the past is shaped 

by our own contemporary 

viewpoint. These paintings are part 

of a series, Expedition of the 

Fantastical, which looks at the 

cultural implications of exploration 

and colonization in the Victorian 

Era, and postulates how the system 

of colonialism will impact and direct 

future colonization of Mars.  

 

Heather Gentleman 

“Any planet is earth to those who live on it”, 
Isaac Asimov 

Oil and Acrylic on Canvas 

55 x 37 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Heather Gentleman ’s work is 

narrative in nature, finding 

inspiration in literature, 

anthropology, historical texts and 

mythology. She observes 

contemporary culture in a historical 

context, and explores how ideas, 

themes and social mores recur and 

are paralleled from one time period 

to another and how our 

understanding of the past is shaped 

by our own contemporary 

viewpoint. These paintings are part 

of a series, Expedition of the 

Fantastical, which looks at the 

cultural implications of exploration 

and colonization in the Victorian 

Era, and postulates how the system 

of colonialism will impact and direct 

future colonization of Mars.  

 

Heather Gentleman 

“It is the lot of ‘man’ to strive no matter 
how content he is”, Spock 

Oil and Acrylic on Canvas 

55 x 37 inches 



 

 

 

Phyllis Gordon 

Distillation 

Pochoir (stencilling) with Gouache 

32 x 22 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

This banner of costumed dance artist 

Sophie Letendre of Canada ’s National 

Ballet was created when she enacted 

the role of the Queen in Sleeping 

Beauty. It is part of a series of three. 

Applied old lace from Spadina Museum 

adds to the textural form. As part of an 

outdoor covid installation, “Sophie at 

the Woodshed ” was created.  

Elizabeth Greisman 

Sophie 

Oil on canvas and mixed media 

96 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Head on fire  

 

 

David Griffin 

Burning 

Hybrid digital analog drawing 

24 x 16 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Glory Hole 2 and 4 are from a series 

inspired by COVID safer sex options 

recommended last year by BC ’s 

Health Minister, Bonnie Henry.  The 

lowly glory hole is finally having its 

moment. About f*cking time.  

 

 

Philip Hare 

Glory Hole #2 

Felt, buttons, googly eyes 

12 x 10 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Glory Hole 2 and 4 are from a series 

inspired by COVID safer sex options 

recommended last year by BC ’s 

Health Minister, Bonnie Henry.  The 

lowly glory hole is finally having its 

moment. About f*cking time.  

 

 

Philip Hare 

Glory Hole #6 

Felt, buttons, safety pins 

12 x 10 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I started the stripe series as a 

meditative activity during the 

pandemic. Each element including 

lines and borders immerses into the 

whole, being independent but 

together. The irregular lines and 

their looks relieve me from the 

feeling of alienation and isolation.  

 

 

Heejae Jo 

Black Stripe 

Mixed Media 

20 x 20 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I started the stripe series as a 

meditative activity during the 

pandemic. Each element including 

lines and borders immerses into the 

whole, being independent but 

together. The irregular lines and 

their looks relieve me from the 

feeling of alienation and isolation.  

 

 

Heejae Jo 

Pink Stripe 

Mixed Media 

20 x 20 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

These works, done during the 

tumultuous period of 2020 

and 2021, expresses my 

longing to find refuge in a 

poetic landscape -- which for 

me is the idea of North.  

 

 

Lisa Johnson 

Elegy 

Oil on canvas 

40 x 40 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

These works, done during the 

tumultuous period of 2020 and 

2021, expresses my longing to find 

refuge in a poetic landscape -- 

which for me is the idea of North.  

 

 

Lisa Johnson 

October, Blueberry Field 

Oil on canvas 

30 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Keep forward with a positive mind.  

The only positive energy I want to 

get a hold of.  

Soar up very high. Soar in I and I  

Life is filled with beauty and 

wonder.  

One love!  

2021 

Tai Kim  

 

 

Tai Kim 

Soar in I and I 

Mixed media (Oil, Acrylics, medium, gold paint) on wood panel 

30 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Jitter Grid builds on my love for 

circles and squares. After burning 

coffee which I had warmed up in a 

pot(!) a beautiful convection 

pattern remained, reminiscent of 

stars and the cosmos. I digitally 

coloured and printed the images, 

then arranged them in a collage 

which evokes both the digital and 

the natural worlds. Circles are 

offset, and imperfect, creating a 

dance of energy. The Jitter Grid 

series builds on our everyday 

mundane connections to the wider 

cosmos, reminding us of our human 

connection to the sublime.  

 

 
Robin Kingsburgh 

Jitter Grid 1 

Collage on wood panel 

24 x 18 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

This candid image of a little 

boy in Ecuador was taken 

while he was playfully trying 

to hide from me. I was 

attracted to the bright 

orange of his sweater 

emphasized by the orange 

brickwork surrounding him, 

and of course, to his big 

eyes!  

 

 

Sandra Laurin 

Caught 

Photograph on acrylic 

24 x 32 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Cuernavaca, Mexico, houses the 

cathedral and monastery from early 

16th century into a walled complex. 

Remnants of coloured frescoes next to 

aged fissures revealed hidden shapes 

and creatures, that spoke to me. Back 

in the studio, my photos were treated 

with photoshop to enhance the 

clandestine figures. Fourteen images 

were transferred to a board to 

recreate the full impression of the 

ancient wall. Acrylics were then 

applied to integrate the intermingling 

pictures with the underlying pumice 

texture.  

 

 

 
Michelle Letarte 

Cuernavaca: Old Wall Reveals 

Photo transfer & acrylic on textured canvas 

24 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The medieval Medina of 

Hammamet, Tunisia, is highlighted 

by narrow alleys, decorated walls 

and doors, small gardens, blue 

sunny sky and views of the 

Méditerranée. The central photo of 

a gated garden was transferred onto 

a Japanese paper I had made on a 

trip to Tokushima, Japan. Other 

transfers such as the window 

allowed to frame the house and 

integrate the background washi with 

its blue and yellow insets into the 

vibrant garden.  

 

 

Michelle Letarte 

In Hammamet Medina 

Photo transfer & acrylic on self-made Japanese paper on canvas 

12 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The ” DELAY EXPECTATIONS ” sign is 

an attempt to warn the viewer of 

the absurdities and unexpected or 

uncontrollable surprises that may 

affect ones life.  

 

 

Gary MacLeod 

DELAY EXPECTATIONS 

Metal and plastic lettering 

36 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My art, although it has always 

included work in a variety of media, 

has evolved over the years from 

realism based pieces to become 

increasingly abstract.  Currently I 

am interested in a sense of 

movement created by paring down a 

still photographic image to a 

selection of the shapes in it.  

 

 

Marion Manning 

Raspberry Canes 

Oil on canvas 

36 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Maybe It's The Laughter is an 

intuitive abstract encaustic 

painting. It came from a place of 

memory and introspection. 

Embedded in the layers is an inner 

conversation I had with myself as I 

painted.  

 

 

Ruth Maude 

Maybe it's the laughter 

Encaustic mixed media on panel 

12 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The Middle of Nowhere is on 

encaustiflex—a rip-proof, paper-like 

product specifically for Encaustic. 

This piece was an experiment for 

me, a new way of bringing together 

textiles and encaustic wax painting.  

 

 

 

Ruth Maude 

The Middle of Nowhere 

Encaustic, fabric, thread, on Encaustiflex 

8 x 10 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The pieces submitted are part of an ongoing series; Sacred Dot 

Paintings. They harken after the Australian Aboriginal dot paintings 

used as a vehicle for story telling and meditation based on their 

dreaming. In 2013ish I was teaching children about Australia and this 

technique came up. The class,  myself included, realised this was not 

only meditative but freeing  as the decision making was all about 

what size dowel, placement and colour. I have since been painting in 

this style as a way of meditation.  The subject matter needs to have 

deep meaning for me- personally and then it is just a question of 

diving into the problem of how, where and what colour. It is a practice 

very much placed in the  NOW.  

Lauren McKinley Renzetti 

Sacred Humpback Whale 

Acrylic on MDF panel 

12 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The pieces submitted are part of an ongoing series; Sacred Dot 

Paintings. They harken after the Australian Aboriginal dot paintings 

used as a vehicle for story telling and meditation based on their 

dreaming. In 2013ish I was teaching children about Australia and 

this technique came up. The class,  myself included, realised this 

was not only meditative but freeing  as the decision making was all 

about what size dowel, placement and colour. I have since been 

painting in this style as a way of meditation.  The subject matter 

needs to have deep meaning for me - personally and then it is just a 

question of diving into the problem of how, where and what colour. 

It is a practice very much placed in the  NOW.  

Lauren McKinley Renzetti 

Wind Harvesters 

Acrylic on MDF board 

12 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My textile works is constructed 

from cast-off textiles and found 

objects.  Stripped of their 

commercial value, the objects 

reveal an underlying beauty 

independent of its former function.  

The TARPAULIN series began by 

discovering a huge 60+ year -old 

dilapidated tarpaulin in a farmer ’s 

barn.   Cut up into 10 pieces, the 

series became a collective 'bitching 

board" of todays concerns.   

The intention of my textile work is 

to honour imperfections as natural 

occurrence in the cycle of life.  A 

sense of optimism is inherent in 

allowing the discarded junk to come 

alive in a new form.  

 

 

Sharon Moodie 

TARPAULIN #1 

found tarpaulin 

84 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

B. 1996 Tehran, Iran  

Behrad Motekallem is an Iranian -

Canadian artist based in Montréal, 

Quebec. His allegoric, semi -abstract 

paintings are informed in equal 

parts by the history of painting and 

contemporary environments, 

together forming a personal visual 

language and imagery.  

 

 

Behrad Motekallem 

Fire in the Rose Garden 

Oil on Canvas 

48 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

B. 1996 Tehran, Iran  

Behrad Motekallem is an Iranian -

Canadian artist based in Montréal, 

Quebec. His allegoric, semi -abstract 

paintings are informed in equal 

parts by the history of painting and 

contemporary environments, 

together forming a personal visual 

language and imagery.  

 

 

Behrad Motekallem 

Shelter from the Storm 

Oil on Canvas 

32 x 50 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

In this series of collage paintings 

titled Graphic Chats, I journey 

through a wide spectrum of 

random, often symbolic images, 

prompted by current events and 

circumstances. The collective 

arrangement of each panel reads 

like quick little chats which 

constantly bombard us on all levels 

of our media interactions. This form 

of brain clutter turned into small 

visual vignettes of everything and 

nothing.  

Titled Virtual Unreality, this work 

encompasses an array of images 

assembled during one of the more 

severe phases of the pandemic 

playing on both the virtual and 

unreal aspects of this period.  

 

Joseph Muscat 

Virtual Unreality 

Mix Media on wood panel 

20 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Beautiful scraps and fragments have 

always fascinated me. I love the 

stories they tell when collected in 

small collaged conversations. This 

piece is one of several small swatch 

groupings I have been assembling 

using bit of Japanese Washi and 

antique textiles once I have already 

worked upon and reworked them 

using various printing techniques. In 

a way it is almost a form of 

journaling to clarifying thoughts to 

move forward.  

 

 

Pria Muzumdar 

Swatch Study 1 

Mixed, Rag paper, Washi, Kantha scrap, screen print 

9.5 x 11 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My current work relies on treating life 

experience as multiple, new knowledge creation 

and the importance of storytelling through the 

acknowledgement of ancestral knowledges. 

Using oil paintings that mix realities I attempt 

to tell stories about ritual, hair braiding, 

symmetry, pattern and discipline. I use a 

technique informed by pointillism to  reference 

Hindu practices that revolve around using 

turmeric paste on various parts of the body. The 

work celebrates symbols of beauty that has 

been lost to eurocentrism while empowering 

the figures through ritual. It recognizes the 

effects of assimilation and loss of culture within 

an immigrant experience and centers the body 

as a fragmented and hybrid archive of dualities. 

It calls for safe spaces of communal healing and 

creates avenues for new narratives and 

excluded voices to be realized. The eventual 

loss and longing felt by migrant bodies become 

the overarching themes, focal point and love 

language of my research and art practice.  

Par Nair 

Hair Etiquette 

Oil paint on canvas 

40 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The initial gestural marks in "Forest 

Light" and "Wind Song" were 

inspired by the sounds in "Dream -e-

scape", a twenty-minute musical 

composition by the Canadian 

composer R. Murray Schafer. They 

were completed at a time when I 

was experimenting with the music 

but preparing for my first exhibition 

at Propeller entitled "Land Vibes". I 

was attempting to capture both the 

visual and sonic energy of nature. 

Similar to auditory tones, gestures 

overlap and interact with collaged 

paper to create, in musical terms, 

an active texture. Visual rhythms 

and harmonies in nature are 

simplified, abstracted and remixed 

into a fresh notion of pictorial 

space. These works reconnect the 

viewer to the mystery, beauty and 

power of nature.  

Nancy Newton 

Forest Light 

India Ink, Acrylic Paint 

16 x 22 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The initial gestural marks in "Forest 

Light" and "Wind Song" were 

inspired by the sounds in "Dream -e-

scape", a twenty-minute musical 

composition by the Canadian 

composer R. Murray Schafer. They 

were completed at a time when I 

was experimenting with the music 

but preparing for my first exhibition 

at Propeller entitled "Land Vibes". I 

was attempting to capture both the 

visual and sonic energy of nature. 

Similar to auditory tones, gestures 

overlap and interact with collaged 

paper to create, in musical terms, 

an active texture. Visual rhythms 

and harmonies in nature are 

simplified, abstracted and remixed 

into a fresh notion of pictorial 

space. These works reconnect the 

viewer to the mystery, beauty and 

power of nature.  

Nancy Newton 

Wind Song 

India Ink, Acrylic Paint 

15 x 22 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I photograph the controlled burns in the 

Oak Savannah of High Park, Toronto.  I 

saves rolls of film shot during one 

prescribed burn event to re-shoot at a 

later date under different conditions and 

perspectives. These layered images 

upend the conventional idea that a 

photograph represents just one instance 

and one point of view. The narrative of 

photography is expanded to include a 

conjunction of events. There ’s a drama 

to misusing film. The film emulsion 

changes with time, the registration of 

the frames going through the camera 

twice is random, uncontrolled. My 

double exposures and process violate the 

classic rules of photography and I exploit 

and embrace these infringements to 

confirm the transformation process. My 

artwork, Burn with Reflection, includes 

numerous images, including reflections, 

to tell a more fulsome story of the park.  

Frances Patella 

Burn with Reflection 

Mixed, photography and acrylic paint on canvas 

18 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The Circle Series was born out of wanting to play with 

organic patterns. I'm always fascinated by how nature is 

in constant motion. Making visible movement, shapes 

and inner structures has become a multilayered process 

that shows my connections to the world.  

 

Dominique Prevost 

CIRCLE SERIES Heavenly Bodies 

Ink, crayon, 3 papers on gessoed birch panel 

12 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The Circle Series was born out of 

wanting to play with organic 

patterns. I'm always fascinated by 

how nature is in constant motion. 

Making visible movement, shapes 

and inner structures has become a 

multilayered process that shows my 

connections to the world.  

 

 

Dominique Prevost 

CIRCLE SERIES Planet Orange 

Ink, paper on gessoed birch panel 

5 x 5 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

This work explores colour, shape, 

and texture while speaking to 

fertility in the subject matter.  

 

 

Leah Probst 

Helga Sunnyside Up 

Acrylic and oil on canvas 

24 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The frame has always attracted my 

attention to the point of distraction and 

has been both my goal and focus for art 

making since I can remember. This new 

piece “Zoom Virtual” is very tied to 

collective experiences since becoming a 

member in March of 2020, the same 

month Propeller closed its doors and 

became a virtual gallery. As a new 

member I got to “see” members that I had 

never met before via zoom gatherings.  

The mirror represents two aspects of 

zoom for me, a virtual space and a mirror 

to see myself. I ’m pairing “Self Portraits 

Alterpiece”  with my submission of “Zoom 

Virtual” I wanted the altarpiece I created 

in to be to a distraction and a connection 

to my portraits that were taken in a photo 

booth which surround the altered archival 

self portrait photo in the centre – a 

collective experience with my many 

selves. 

Doris Purchase 

Zoom Virtual 

Mixed 

41 x 48 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Based on photographs of aging 

weathered walls, my paintings and 

cyanotype prints can be seen both 

as abstract landscapes with distant 

skies and horizons or as flat walls 

with surface markings and textures. 

These works explore themes of 

climate change, passage of time and 

the power of aging objects to tell a 

story. As walls there is a focus on 

surface qualities: Cracks, stains, 

crumbling plaster and peeling paint 

bring the eye to the two 

dimensional surface of the art. As 

abstract landscapes, horizons of 

land, sea, or ice are suggested by 

cracks and borders in the wall. By 

creating visions of turbulent or 

anxious skies found in weathered 

and deteriorating walls, the weight 

of our ongoing climate crisis is a 

constant presence in these works.  

Paul Roorda 

Delhi I 

Acrylic on canvas. 

30 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Based on photographs of aging 

weathered walls, my paintings and 

cyanotype prints can be seen both 

as abstract landscapes with distant 

skies and horizons or as flat walls 

with surface markings and textures. 

These works explore themes of 

climate change, passage of time and 

the power of aging objects to tell a 

story. As walls there is a focus on 

surface qualities: Cracks, stains, 

crumbling plaster and peeling paint 

bring the eye to the two 

dimensional surface of the art. As 

abstract landscapes, horizons of 

land, sea, or ice are suggested by 

cracks and borders in the wall. By 

creating visions of turbulent or 

anxious skies found in weathered 

and deteriorating walls, the weight 

of our ongoing climate crisis is a 

constant presence in these works.  

Paul Roorda 

Twilight Vision 4 

Cyanotype on paper. 

9 x 11 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Over the years, I have carved quite a few 

woodblocks and rubberblocks depicting various 

sizes and configurations of gas masks (based on 

masks from the Army Surplus Store in 

Kensington Market, where my studio is). I've 

printed, overprinted and further carved them in 

different narratives concerning war, power, and 

environmental disasters. This work, PROTEST, is 

about twenty years old but strikes me as eerily 

contemporary in this time of pandemic, conflict, 

and climate emergency. The two gas masks are 

elegantly intertwined while fiercely protesting 

each other's tightly held values and actions.  

Rochelle Rubinstein 

PROTEST 

Block printed and carved wood panel 

30 x 12 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Interstices continues my exploration 

of the hidden qualities of heritage 

Japanese washi. I use minimal 

interventions to draw attention to 

the structure and qualities of the 

particular washi, in this case, 

Kurotani #16 small which is smooth, 

light and strong with a wonderful 

deckle edge. The Kurotani #16 small 

was treated with bands of kakishibu 

tanin to accentuate the weaving. 

The woven strips are of uneven 

width in deference to the subtle 

variations in how the washi 

accepted the kakishibu.  

Susan Ruptash 

Interstices 

Kurotani #16 small washi with kakishibu 

28 x 21.5 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Revive is made with Sekishu -banshi 

Tsuru is a gorgeous heritage washi, 

known for its translucency, long 

fibres, incredible strength, and the 

slight green hue resulting from the 

inclusion of rokubu-heguri. The torn 

rifts expose the beautiful structure 

and fine fibres of this heritage 

washi, further enhanced by the 

introduction of torn black Moriki 

Kozo fibres.  

 

 

Susan Ruptash 

Revive 

Sekishu-banshi Tsuru washi with Moriki Kozo 

29 x 18 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Veloce: swift. The purity of man, 

machine and speed.  

 

MoSo Schwartz 

Veloce 

Photoprint on archival paper and mounted 

(Hahnemulle Photo Rag Baryta) 

16 x 20 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Maya Skarzenski is a 

multidisciplinary artist fusing 

together painting, textiles, and 

photography. Her paintings are 

made from stretching satin and 

working the material with painting 

and embroidery techniques. 

Contextualizing the textile as a kind 

of skin, she investigates its surface 

as a bodily landscape.  

Her painting composition is 

reminiscent of mapped land masses, 

but the embroidery thread 

intervenes to create paths full of 

tension. Skarzenski likes to look at 

paint surfaces as a place to reside 

where one might be removed from 

object reality and reintroduced to a 

more ambiguous lens of the 

metaphysical.  

 

Maya Skarzenski 

Peaches 

Stretched satin, embroidery thread, and acrylic paint 

24 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

This painting was hand stretched and attached with 

nails. I am using a similar technique of stretching the 

canvas that was used by the old masters. The canvas is 

not primed to allow the paint to seep into the canvas 

naturally. It was important for this piece to be as natural 

as possible, to mimic the subject matter of the piece. 

Kenya, portrays an image of human feet standing firmly 

on the earth. The feet are adorned by metal anklets that 

have been historically worn around the world, but this 

image is inspired by Kenyan history. The bare feet tell a 

story of walking in the hot sand, they are rough, and 

hard, yet strong, similar to the metal that adorns them. 

The anklets worn by both men and women historically 

could also be attached by a chain to limit the step. In 

this image the feet are not chained and free to walk on 

their homeland. I find this idea to be incredibly 

important today, at a time when racism and injustices 

are still happening to BIPOC. As a western society we 

replaced the beautiful jewelry adorning the feet and 

replaced it with chains and shackles. To this day western 

society is still turning a blind eye to the atrocities we 

have committed towards BIPOC and that are still 

happening. Kenya serves as a reminder of the necessary 

freedom that needs to be still given. No chains attached, 

to walk freely.  

Rachel Stableford 

Kenya 

Acrylic on raw, hand stretched canvas 

12 x 18 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Kristen's artistic focus is abstract 

painting. She believes in responding 

intuitively to the materials she 

works with to create work that 

represents what she finds beautiful. 

Kristen creates art intended to be a 

reprieve from the darkness and 

negativity in society, transporting 

viewers to a place of ease through 

colour planes of glitter and 

softness.  

 

 

Kristen Stephen 

Feathers for You 

inks and glitter on canvas 

40 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The human figure is central to my 

art and my works attempt to 

capture the persona through the 

juxtaposition of complementary 

visual imagery, electronically 

composed, and collaged from 

unrelated sources.  

 

 

keijo tapanainen 

BEAUTY & BEAST 

Carbon paper cutout, drawing scanned, digitally collaged 

15 x 15 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The human figure is central to my 

art and my works attempt to 

capture the persona through the 

juxtaposition of complementary 

visual imagery, electronically 

composed, and collaged from 

unrelated sources.  

 

 

keijo tapanainen 

VINYL BLUES 

Carbon paper cutout, drawing scanned, digitally collaged 

15 x 15 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My work is based on fictional 

locales. It is not about one specific 

place or time, or one specific type 

of tree or sunset. It is not “about” 

the landscape. I believe..but I ’m not 

exactly sure, that It is about 

universal time and a reflection of 

the human condition, as we all 

experience it together..now.  It is an 

imagined world, guided by me but 

not entirely of my creation. I like to 

give it a mind of its own and its own 

air to breathe. It is new 

communities,  amorphic beings, 

biomorphics, dwellings and anything 

else that decides to make an 

appearance. It is resilience, 

strength, love, compassion and 

courage, with a healthy dose of 

apprehension thrown in.  

It is life, beginning again.  

 

Tracy Thomson 

In Every Dreamhome A Heartache 

Oil on Canvas 

48 x 36 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

My work is based on fictional locales. It is not 

about one specific place or time, or one specific 

type of tree or sunset. It is not “about” the 

landscape. I believe..but I ’m not exactly sure, 

that It is about universal time and a reflection 

of the human condition, as we all experience it 

together..now. It is an imagined world, guided 

by me but not entirely of my creation. I like to 

give it a mind of its own and its own air to 

breathe. It is new communities, amorphic 

beings, biomorphics, dwellings and anything 

else that decides to make an appearance. It is 

resilience, strength, love, compassion and 

courage, with a healthy dose of apprehension 

thrown in.  

It is life, beginning again.  

 
Tracy Thomson 

The Water's Edge 

Oil on Canvas 

60 x 24 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

I am an expressionist painter, 

painting to express energy, soul and 

mood. I have in recent years 

completed several series of 

paintings revealing the various 

moods and energies of water – 

whirlpools, waterfalls, and 

tsunamis. My 2018 installation 

project at Propeller Art Gallery was 

called “Black and Gold”, a series of 

acrylic paintings using gold dripping 

expressions on black backgrounds. 

“Black and Gold No. 16” is a 

painting from this exhibition which 

may evoke emotions and symbols of 

wealth, drama, mythology and 

music through operas such as “Der 

Ring des Nibelungen” (“The Ring”) 

by Richard Wagner.  

 

 

Gwen Tooth 

Black and Gold No 16 

Acrylic 

36 x 30 inches 



Artist Statement  

The summited work is part 

of a large body of work of 

Covid 19 portraits of local 

business people. riders 

and drivers on the 501 bus 

route-title- Memoriae festi 

plague –I respond to the 

overlooked and the 

disposed in this acrylic 

painting using stenciling to 

enhance the various parts 

of the piece.  

 

 

 

Jacqueline Treloar 

Homeless in a TTC Shelter  

Acrylic painting on texture fabric 

25 x 33 inches 

 



 

Artist Statement  

I experiment with many processes 

of making art. Home base however 

is mixed media. Using collage, matte 

medium image transfer, paint and 

pencil, I attempt to integrate craft 

and content with every stroke, rip 

and line.  

 

 

Andres Vosu 

MakeArtNotWar 

Ink and Water Soluble Crayons on Birch Panel 

30 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

The painting BEIRUT was 

done in the early nineties 

when I was exploring 

various styles and 

techniques. Now my style 

and technique are settled, 

yet SPHYNX III connects 

with Beirut through my 

continuous search for new 

and deeper understanding.  

 

 

Silvana Waniuk 

Sphynx III 

Acrylic on canvas 

24 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Life is a blur.  

Jack Wayne 

Blurred Woman New York City 

Photography 

17 x 22 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Most of the time my inspiration 

comes from interacting with the 

canvas; it ’s like talking with a friend, 

sometimes we get along sometimes 

we fight. I start with an idea and as I 

work on it, it develops and quite 

often in a completely different 

direction.   

When I work on a painting, whether 

on an abstract or a figure based 

piece, my main objectives and 

interests are always about shapes and 

forms. I apply layers of glaze over 

layers of markings over layers of 

transparent paints trying to create 

the illusion of depth and space. I am 

aware of composition, balance and try 

to work with a simple colour palette. 

Every painting is a challenge and I 

love it when the final product says 

something of me that engages the 

viewer. 

Nedda Zaharelos 

A State of Complexity 

Acrylic 

30 x 30 inches 



 

Artist Statement  

Most of the time my inspiration 

comes from interacting with the 

canvas; it ’s like talking with a friend, 

sometimes we get along sometimes 

we fight. I start with an idea and as I 

work on it, it develops and quite 

often in a completely different 

direction.   

When I work on a painting, whether 

on an abstract or a figure based 

piece, my main objectives and 

interests are always about shapes 

and forms. I apply layers of glaze 

over layers of markings over layers of 

transparent paints trying to create 

the illusion of depth and space. I am 

aware of composition, balance and 

try to work with a simple colour 

palette. Every painting is a challenge 

and I love it when the final product 

says something of me that engages 

the viewer.  

Nedda Zaharelos 

Phoenix 

Acrylic 

40 x 40 inches 
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